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GOOD DAY, EVERYONE

• Sometimes it is easy to forget the importance of the lockdown rules and why they are in force. I have found this week possibly the most difficult in looking

after my own wellbeing as I struggle to maintain the balance between work, home-schooling and the rest of family life. It is also difficult when we are away

from loved ones for some time and we miss seeing friends or just having some different company! However, the importance of this was brought home to me

yesterday when I spoke to a friend of mine who works on a COVID ward in a hospital in Yorkshire. They described the conditions that they work in and the

varied levels of stress that they find themselves under – describing them as,“either very high or unbelievably high and not much in-between.”

• As such, please can I remind you to be careful. I know guidelines from the government have changed but there is really very little difference for most of us

and it is still very important that we keep the infection rate down. I thought I would break down the latest guidance for you, just in case you were unsure:

• You are now allowed to meet people from different households but only outdoors and you must keep 2m apart.

• There is no limit to the amount of exercise you can do outside now. You may participate in activities such as tennis, golf and fishing

• Other leisure activities such as sunbathing in parks are also now allowed

• You are still not allowed to gather in groups

• Generally, the advice remains to regularly wash your hands with soap (especially if you have been outside) and to maintain social distancing with people from other

households.

• More information can be found here.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/explainers-52530518


WORK

Subject Careers – Brooklands Physics

Details Click here for more! A Level transition booklet

Why 

choose?

I had a really good conversation from a contact at 

Brooklands yesterday who praised so many of you 

for logging on to their website and accessing their 

transition materials. They wanted me to let you 

know that they have recently uploaded more and 

that they would appreciate it if you accessed it.

Thanks to those who requested this a little earlier. It 

is now on the website (together with the Biology and 

Chemistry booklets) for those who wish to find out 

about A level physics!

https://matthewarnold.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Brooklands-Letter-to-Year-11-2020.pdf?ts=1589278627
https://www.matthew-arnold.surrey.sch.uk/1748/year-11


MEDIA

Media TED Talk – How better tech could protect us from distraction

Where can I find 

it?

Click here

Why choose? All of us have found ourselves in a unique situation. I am sure we have all been 

distracted by our phones or consoles when we know we should be doing something 

else. The TED talk this week concentrates on the psychology of tech and how it 

could actually aid our concentration levels

https://www.ted.com/talks/tristan_harris_how_better_tech_could_protect_us_from_distraction?rid=1PTeCWYrrJqq


WELLBEING TIP

• Technology has undoubtedly aided our understanding of the world and our ability to connect with 

others. But it can be a distraction. So today, I would like to challenge you to do something 

without any use of technology for 1 hour. No phones, TV, consoles, tablets, nothing for one 

hour. See how you get on and let me know.

• See you tomorrow

Mr Elliott


